Background: Gene co-expression and differential co-expression analysis has been increasingly used to study cofunctional and co-regulatory biological mechanisms from large scale transcriptomics data sets. Methods: In this study, we develop a nonparametric approach to identify hub genes and modules in a large coexpression network with low computational and memory cost, namely MRHCA. Results: We have applied the method to simulated transcriptomics data sets and demonstrated MRHCA can accurately identify hub genes and estimate size of co-expression modules. With applying MRHCA and differential coexpression analysis to E. coli and TCGA cancer data, we have identified significant condition specific activated genes in E. coli and distinct gene expression regulatory mechanisms between the cancer types with high copy number variation and small somatic mutations. Conclusion: Our analysis has demonstrated MRHCA can (i) deal with large association networks, (ii) rigorously assess statistical significance for hubs and module sizes, (iii) identify co-expression modules with low associations, (iv) detect small and significant modules, and (v) allow genes to be present in more than one modules, compared with existing methods.
INTRODUCTION
Co-expression network analysis is increasingly used to systematically identify all combinations of genes sharing similar functional status and how they vary under different environmental conditions. In multiple plant and bacteria studies, the method has mainly been used to study species specific regulatory mechanism [1] [2] [3] . A powerful utilization of the method is differential coexpression (DC) analysis, which could identify condition specific co-expression modules by comparing multiple networks. In human disease study, DC analysis gains its popularity with its strength in finding groups of cofunctioning genes with discerning disease progression relevance [4] . In fact, applications of DC analysis in pancancer level have identified possible drivers of metabolic reprogramming and high lactate production through cancer progression [5, 6] .
Weighted correlation network analysis (WGCNA) is among the most popular co-expression network analysis methods, which identifies co-expression modules using a hierarchical clustering based network partition [7] . Andy et al. has developed a spectral clustering approach for coexpression network partition [8] . Other co-expression network analysis methods partition the genes using algorithm such as k-mean or self-organizing maps [9, 10] . These methods can efficiently identify large coexpression modules in a co-expression network and reflect the topological features of the large modules. However, these methods usually miss out modules with small number of genes, as they lack a rigorous thresholding in their network partitioning method. Our past analysis revealed that a large number of small but robust co-expression modules usually exist in a real coexpression network, which collectively enrich target gene set of the same transcriptional regulatory signals [6, 11] . In addition, the network partition methods exclusively assign one gene into one module, while a large number of genes may belong to multiple modules, hence are not suitable for DC analysis. Another drawback of existing co-expression methods is their high computational and memory cost. WGCNA works the best with a whole network of less than 5,000 genes; spectral clustering and similar approaches have computational consumption of at least Oðn 3 Þ, where n being the total number of genes, causing these methods inapplicable for large data sets [12, 13] .
Our developed Mutual Rank-based Hub and Coexpression Analysis, namely, MRHCA, is a non-parametric approach for identification of hub genes in a coexpression network, as well as the module genes with estimated size associated with each hub. Compared with existing methods, MRHCA could deal with large number of genes, identify co-expression modules with low association values, and allow genes to be present in more than one modules. We have applied the method to one simulated co-expression data set, seven E. coli transcriptomics data sets, and RNA-Seq data sets of 21 TCGA cancer types, and demonstrated the validity and capacity of the method.
RESULTS
Mutual Rank (MR) based formulation of hub property in a co-expression network Denote a transcriptomic data set of M genes and N samples by G MÂN , and G MÂM is defined as the absolute value of the pairwise gene correlation matrix for the M genes, with larger values in C suggesting stronger coexpression association. The Mutual Rank (MR) of two genes i and j is a non-parametric statistics characterizing the level of association between the two genes, defined by
where Rankði↕ ↓ jÞ and Rankðj↕ ↓ iÞ are the ranks of element Cði, jÞ in the j-th column of C, Cð$, jÞ, and the i-th row of C, Cði,$Þ, respectively [3, 6, 14] . Smaller ranks denote higher association values. Particularly, we set Cði, iÞ=0 in our analysis, which implies MRði, jÞ=M, for i=1, :::,M.
We have previously revealed that the distribution of the MRs can reflect how likely it is for a gene to be a hub in a co-expression network [6, 11] . Intuitively, if gene i is a hub of a co-expression network, and the non-hub neighbors of gene i are denoted as x k , k=1, :::,K, then these neighbor genes should show stronger associations with gene i comparing to other genes, hence smaller values of Rankði↕ ↓ x k Þ. On the other hand, Rankðx k ↕ ↓ iÞ are also small since i is has stronger associations to x k comparing to others. These indicate in the case when gene i is hub of a co-expression network, MRði,$Þ is very small.
Define the growth rate of a gene with the j-th ranked association to gene i with step size P as a vector:
GrowthðMR i, ðjÞ ,PÞ=ðg 1 , g 2 ,:::, g M Þ where MR i,ðjÞ ,j=1,:::,M is j-th smallest element of MRði,$Þ, and
The discussion above suggests that a gene module of size K with hub gene i should have the first K values, g 1 , g 2 ,:::, g K , in vector GrowthðMR i,ðjÞ ,PÞ enriched by small values. In our past study, we have demonstrated the use of the statistics, GrowthðMR i,ðjÞ ,PÞ in hub identification, and developed a permutation test based approach to assess the significance level of the identified hubs [6] . However, the approach was limited to small datasets due to the computational and memory consumption of permutation tests. In this study, we have developed a statistical approximation of the null distribution of MR, which could be easily used to assess the significance of hubs, and this algorithm is then ready to be applied on much larger co-expression networks.
Approximation of the null distribution of MR
We define e G MÂN as a randomized gene expression data set generated by randomly shuffling each row of G MÂN respectively, and e C MÂM as the co-expression matrix associated with e G MÂN . In addition, we defineĈ MÂM as a randomly assigned co-expression association matrix of e G MÂN generated by:
Cði, jÞ $ f ðxÞi:i:d: for 8i≠j, Cði, iÞ=0, i=1,:::,N Cði, jÞ=Ĉðj,iÞ > 0, i≠j, i ¼ 1,:::,N, j ¼ 1,:::,N where f(x) is the empirical distribution of e Cði, jÞji < j n o .
Denote the MR matrices computed from e G MÂN and C MÂN by g MR MÂM and MR MÂM , respectively. It is noteworthy that g MR MÂM ði,$Þ form an empirical distribution of MR MÂM ði,$Þ under the null hypothesis, i.e. i is not presented in any co-expression module. The goal here is to derive an approximation of the distribution of g MR MÂM ði,$Þ that demand less computation consumption comparing to permutation. We have first mathematically proved that an empirical null distribution of MR MÂM ði,jÞ, i≠j, can be derived by generating matrices MR ði, jÞ 0 through the following three steps (see more details in the Section of Methods):
(i) Sample p ij from the uniform distribution U(0,1);
Repeating steps (i)-(iii) multiple times, the generated MR ði,jÞ 0 forms an empirical null distribution of MR ði, jÞ.
It is worth to note that this null distribution of MR ði, jÞ is independent to the method that was used to calculate the gene-wise correlations. While elements inĈ MÂM are independent of each other, the off-diagonal elements in e C MÂM are usually not independent as a distance measure, and this will cause certain level of deviance of MR from g MR. However, since e C MÂM is formed by pair-wise associations of randomly reshuffled vectors and the dependence among elements will be weak when M is sufficiently large, we posit the null distribution of MR can be a good approximation of the distribution of g MR. In the next section, we will test if the distribution of g MRði,$Þ can be well fitted by the null distribution of MR for the commonly used gene co-expression association assessment methods.
Randomized data based goodness of fit test for the empirical null distribution of MR
We conducted a goodness of fit test to evaluate if the null distribution of MR ði, jÞ can be applied to approximate the distribution of g MRði,$Þ when M is sufficiently large, say M > 100. The evaluation was conducted on a whole genome expression profile of multiple E. coli samples, for nine most commonly used methods of calculating coexpression association matrix, namely Pearson Correlation (PC), Spearman Correlation (SC), Kendall rank Correlation (KC), Weighted rank Correlation (WC), Distance Covariance (DC), Hoeffding's measure of dependence (HD), Polynomial-Regression based dependence (PR), Spline-Regression based dependence (SR), and Mutual Information (MI) [15, 16] .
Within the E. coli expression matrix G MÂN , we select the expressions of the top K highly expressed genes, G KÂN , and generate a randomized gene expression data e G KÂN by shuffling each row of G KÂN (see more details in the Section of Methods). We compute e C Figure S1 ). It is worth to note that the MR Generate two independent random number X 1 , X 2 from Binom(p, M -1)
Compute growth ðMR Our MR based hub gene and co-expression module identification is more sensitive to co-expressed modules with low co-expression associations, as it is based on a nonparametric statistics. In addition, since MRHCA constructs co-expression modules from identified hubs, it can more accurately characterize the overlapping characteristics among different modules, compared with existing partitioning methods that do not allow overlapping genes between modules [17] .
Evaluation of the performance of MRHCA on simulated co-expression data
We compare the performances of MRHCA with WGCNA, which is the most popular gene co-expression identification method, on simulated gene expression data sets. We randomly shuffled rows of the gene expression profile of the top 1,000 highly expressed genes in the E. coli dataset mentioned above. For each gene, we first normalize its expressions across multiple samples by dividing each expression value by the standard deviation of the gene across all the samples. Then, we simulate four non-overlapped co-expression modules of size 20, 40, 60 and 300 from four randomly assigned hub genes via GðX ,Þ=GðH,Þ þ ∈, ∈ $ N ð0, 2 Þ, where GðH,Þ and G ðX ,Þ are the expression profile of a hub gene and the rest genes in the module. For each 2 = 0.2, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, and 8.0, we simulate 100 gene expression datasets of size 20, 40, 60, 300, and MRHCA and WGCNA are applied to the simulated data for hub gene and co-expression module identification. Of note, there is only one hub and thus one module for each simulated dataset. We have seen that WGCNA can accurately identify simulated co-expression modules for 2 £0:8 while no module is identified when 2 > 1:2. Figure 2C and 2D shows the Jaccard indices between the WGCNA identified modules and true co-expression modules, with module sizes 20 and 300. In contrast, MRHCA can accurately identify the co-expression modules for 2 £3, as shown by the Jaccard indices in Figure 2E and 2F. In addition, MRHCA achieves more than 50% prediction accuracy for the co-expression module of size 20 when 2 £5, and for module of size 300 when 2 £8. Meanwhile, both methods are with satisfactory low false discover rate. We see no false discoveries made by all the tests for WGCNA, while less than 0.01% false discoveries are made for MRHCA only when 2 < 2:5, as shown in Supplementary Figure S3 .
We have further evaluated the sizes of the coexpression modules identified by MRHCA. Of note, all the true hub genes are identified by MRHCA as the top significant hubs. We have also seen that the method can accurately predict the module size for the true hubs when 2 £5, as shown in Figure 2G and 2H. It is also worth to note that there are more than 5% non-hub genes are also identified as hubs when 2 £5. Further analysis revealed that all of these identified hub genes are in the module, which suggests a low false discover rate of MRHCA regarding to module identification. We posit such an observation is caused by the natural hierarchical structure of gene co-expression network. It is worth to note that some of the transcriptional regulatory signals, which are the true hubs of coexpression modules, cannot be quantified in transcriptomics level, such as post-translational modification of a transcription factor or changes in epi-genomics level [18, 19] . MRHCA will comprehensively identify all genes show significant hub property, hence can robustly target the co-expression module when the true hub is missing. Similar results for simulated datasets with modules of sizes 40 and 60 are given in Supplementary Figure S4 . Application of MRHCA on E. coli transcriptomics data reveals highly overlapped co-expression modules and large number of experimental condition associated differentially co-expressed small modules
We have also compared the two methods, MRHCA vs WGCNA, on an E. coli RNA-Seq data set to demonstrate the strength of MRHCA in characterizing overlapping coexpression modules. Specifically, we have identified 29 non-overlapping co-expression modules by WGCNA, and 323 genes are identified as significant hubs by MRHCA. Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the WGCNA and MR identified modules. The size of two WGCNA identified modules are large than 500, three larger than 100, and 21 ranging from 10-100. In contrast, we have seen most of the MR identified hubs are highly co-expressed with each other (see Figure 3) , suggesting a significant level of overlapping among the modules centered by the hubs. Since a gene can be regulated by multiple transcriptional regulatory signals, or involved in multiple functional machineries, it is rational to observe such highly connected hubs or overlapping co-expressed modules. MRHCA enables overlapping co-expression module identification could better reflect the true coexpression network structure comparing to network partition based method. In addition to its applicability in co-expression networks with low association values and allowing overlapping modules, MRHCA could also enable identification of small co-expression modules and their biological implications. We have applied the MR based coexpression module identification on six E. coli microarray data sets of different experimental conditions namely anaerobiosis (AN), exponential growth (EG), heat shock (HS), nitrogen limitation (NL), oxidative stress (OS), and stationary growth (SG) [20, 21] , for differential coexpression analyses. Specifically, we have identified 286 (AN), 297 (EG), 241 (HS), 232 (NL), 299 (OS), and 177 (SG) small co-expression modules with sizes ranging from 10 to 400 and computed pathway enrichments of these modules against 482 GO terms, 136 transcriptional factor regulating gene sets, 92 KEGG pathways and 116 operons, to characterize the biological functions related to each identified module. Here, the pathway enrichment analysis is based on hypergeometric test. Figure 4A shows the hierarchical clustering of the six conditions derived from the pathways enrichment of the small modules of each condition.
We have seen NL, SG and EG, and HS and OS form two different groups and are significantly distinct from AN. Since condition specific pathways are more likely to be activated under similar conditions, we posit this observation is consistent to the metabolic conditions of the six conditions: NL, SG and EG are closer to normal metabolic condition, HS and OS are with high metabolism rate stimulated by increasing heat or oxidation, and AN is with suppressed central metabolism due to limited oxygen. Figure 4B illustrates the rate of the top 60 differentially co-expressed pathways/gene sets that are enriched in small modules of the six conditions. Particularly, we have observed the amino acid metabolic pathways are specifically enriched in the modules of AN, which is consistent with the fact that increased amino acid metabolism for pyruvate production are needed under hypoxia conditions [22, 23] . We have also seen the genes regulated by nitrate/nitrite response regulators, NarL and NarP, are less co-expressed under NL condition, suggesting that nitrate/nitrite response genes are inactivated when nitrogen level is limited [24, 25] . The citrate cycle and pyruvate metabolism pathways are specifically coexpressed under HS condition, explained by the fact that heat shock leads to increased central metabolism [26] . Fermentation, anaerobic respiration, succinate dehydrogenase activity and related metabolic pathways are more enriched under OS, HS and AN conditions, since central metabolism are specifically elevated or reprogrammed under these conditions [26, 27] . The oxidative stress responsive proteins Ferredoxin-NADP (+) reductase (FNR) are specifically co-expressed under OS condition [28] . All of these observations suggest that MRHCA could enable differential co-expression analysis with identified small modules, which is potentially a novel approach for identification of condition specific biological mechanisms.
Application of MR on TCGA data reveals distinct regulatory mechanisms of co-expression modules with different size
Considering the fact that those identified hubs by MRHCA always have relatively smaller MR values, thus we have developed a fast algorithm of the method which considers only the top K co-expressed genes with gene i in the computation of MRði, Þ. Although the method can only accurately estimate sizes for the module with sizes less than K, this proves to have OðM 2 logðKÞÞ time consumption and OðMKÞ memory consumption. See more details in the Section of Methods. Of note, the fast algorithm can identify hub genes for all sized modules as sensitively as the original version.
We have applied the fast MR algorithm on TCGA RNA-Seq data sets of 21 cancer types by setting K = 500. Notably, we merge any two modules if the MR value of their hubs is smaller than 50 or the absolute value of the PCC between the two hubs is larger than 0.5. Figure 5A and 5B illustrates the distribution of sizes of the small and medium modules identified in each cancer type. For all analyzed cancer types, we have consistently observed a significant number modules with less than 25 genes, as well as another group of modules with sizes ranging from 100 to 500. We term these two groups of modules as small and medium modules since there are another group of modules with more than 500 genes that cannot be fully identified by the fast algorithm. Interestingly, the identified small modules are almost non-overlapping as small modules will be merged into larger modules if the MR between their hubs is smaller than 50. For medium sized modules, we indeed observe significant levels of overlapping between modules.
In order to understand the biological implications of the small and medium sized modules, we conduct a pathway enrichment analysis for each module against six classes of gene sets retrieved from MsigDB, including positional gene sets, canonical gene sets, transcription factor targets, cancer modules, GO terms, and oncogenic signatures. We adjust false discovery rate with Bonferroni correction, and the significance cutoff is set at 0.05 [29] .
Proportions of the small and medium modules enriched by the above six types of gene sets through different cancer types are compared. Interestingly, modules in cancer types with high copy number variations (CNV), namely BRCA, HNSC, OV, LUSC, and SARC, are enriched by distinct types of gene sets comparing to those cancer types with high small somatic mutations (SM), namely, COAD, GBM, KIRC, KRIP, PAAD and UCEC [30, 31] . For high CNV cancer types, positional gene sets are enriched by~70% of the small modules, and~40% of the medium modules; for high SM cancer types, the positional gene sets are enriched by only 30% of the small modules and 10% of the medium modules ( Figure 5C and 5D). In addition, medium modules of the high SM cancers enrich more gene sets of transcriptional factor targets ( Figure 5E ), and cancer modules and oncogenic signatures ( Figure 5F ). This suggests distinct transcriptional regulatory mechanisms between the two classes of cancer types. High CNV cancer types have highly varied genomes with large-scale structure variations, thus coexpression modules of these cancer types are highly associated with their genome locations. In contrast, high SM cancer types are usually highly altered in specific oncogenic pathways, hence co-expression modules in these cancer types are more likely to be affected by the downstream transcriptional regulations of the dysregulated oncogenic signals. In addition, the canonical biological pathways and GO terms are enriched more than 80% of the medium modules, while only 15% of the small modules, suggesting the medium modules are generally related to certain biological mechanisms but the small modules, which are also significantly associated with CNV or altered oncogenic signals, are not strongly associated with certain biological pathways.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have developed a non-parametric co-expression analysis method for large association network, namely MRHCA. The advantage of MRHCA includes: (i) it can be generally applied to association networks of most assessment methods; (ii) it outputs exact significance level for each identified hub and module; (iii) the method are with relative small computational and memory consumption, hence can be applied to large association networks; (iv) it is sensitive to the modules of weak associations; and (v) it enables overlapped modules in its outputs. We believe these capacities can bring substantial novel knowledge in gene co-expression study, especially in the field of precision medicine. R codes and a C package of the MRHCA are released by the following GitHub link: https://github.com/zy26/mrct.
Multiple types of omics data including genomics, transcriptomics, DNA methylation, proteomics and imaging data collected from same cancer tissues as well as clinical information in TCGA enables an integrative and systematic analysis to elucidate the crosstalk between different levels of alternations and their roles in determining cancer tissue's progression and clinical response. Co-expression analysis, not limited to gene expression data types only, is the ideal tool to identify general cancer related modules and cancer type specific modules that bring substantial mechanistic level interpretation of the dysregulated genes from multiple aspects. For example, one of the biggest challenge in cancer treatment relates to drug resistance. Using MRHCA, coexpression modules of different sizes can be comprehensively identified. By examining those genes that belong to modules enriched by known drug function related genes, we may be able to better understand the drug resistance mechanisms by functional annotation of these coexpressed markers.
However, the number of features for such integrative analyzes can easily reach~10 6 . Existing methods tend to perform a course partition of the feature space as a preliminary step, which clearly cut out potential connections of genes to modules. MRHCA is capable of detecting all the possible module hubs with statistical significance, and build up the modules form their hubs, which could handle large association networks with greatly reduced computational and memory cost. We have tested MRHCA in an independent study involves 0.8 million features, including CpG site methylation levels and exon expression data. We have successfully executed the fast version of MRHCA with K 0 = 5,000 on a 512 G RAM machine and identified strong correlations between local CpG islands methylation level and exon expressions (unpublished data). Detailed memory and computational cost of MRHCA and the fast version are given in Supplementary Methods.
Traditional formulations of co-expression methods could be greatly biased by the way of how the strength of associations among multiple features are computed [16] . MRHCA is shown be to robust to different types of associations, which is due to the conversion of the association matrix to a non-parametric mutual rank matrix. In addition, MRHCA could predict the sizes of each hub-associated module with significance control, which does not discriminate small modules, and could allow genes to appear in multiple modules. This is a very attractive feature as one goal of gene co-expression analysis is to recover the transcriptional regulation network, so that each identified module corresponds to a group of genes that are regulated by the same transcriptional regulatory signal. It is very common for a gene to be regulated by multiple factors. In addition, our analysis has revealed strong overlaps among the coexpression modules in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, and the identified small and medium sized modules are usually targets of certain transcriptional regulatory signals. Based on this, differential co-expression analysis can be directly conducted on MRHCA identified modules to detect possible altercations in transcriptional regulation under different conditions.
Our analysis suggests that MRHCA may identify strongly co-expressed genes with strong hub property from one co-expression module. One question remains not fully solved here is that how to reconstruct the module structure including identifying all the genes and sub hierarchical modules of a co-expression module. A second unsolved question is how to formulate differential co-expression analysis by using the modules identified by MRHCA. We have shown the topological structure of a large co-expression network can be visualized by the network of its hub genes and size of the modules centered by each hub ( Figure 4B) . However, such visualization method does not consider the overlaps among modules and functional enrichment of each module. A visualization method can handle such issues is expected. One possible solution is to use nodes to represent each module and the edges represent the Jaccard Index between each module pair. However, such a method cannot handle the dependence among multiple modules. We fully anticipate future effort can be focused on these questions, which we believe can shed light to new insights in gene coexpression and differential co-expression analysis. In addition, our methods have revealed distinct regulatory mechanisms between the cancer types of high CNV and small somatic mutations. A possible future direction is to fully understand possible regulatory mechanisms for each gene through different tumors of one cancer type, and predict patient specific regulatory signals.
METHODS

Data analyzed in this study
We have utilized seven E. coli datasets, one on RNA-Seq and six on microarray platforms, 21 TCGA human cancer transcriptomics data sets with RSEM normalizations. Detailed information of the analyzed data is provided in Table 1 . For each dataset, we exclude those genes with 0 expression values in more than 50% samples.
Mathematical derivation of the empirical null distribution of MR ði,jÞ
We have conducted a mathematical derivation for the empirical null distribution of MR ði,jÞ. For an M Â M randomly assigned co-expression association matrix C MÂM ,Ĉ MÂM ði,jÞ is independent toĈ MÂM ðx, jÞ and C MÂM ði, jÞ for x≠i, y≠j by definition, hence Rank ði↕ ↓ jÞ ? Rankðj↕ ↓ iÞjĈ MÂM ði,jÞ. Denote the pdf and cdf of the non-diagonal elements inĈ MÂM as f and F, respectively. We have the joint probability of Rankði↕ ↓ jÞ and Rankðj↕ ↓ iÞ under givenĈ MÂM ði, jÞ:
Hence the joint distribution of Rankði↕ ↓ jÞ and Rank ðj↕ ↓ iÞ is:
This indicates that we could generate the empirical null distribution of MR MÂM ði,jÞ for any i≠j using the following procedures: (i) Sample P ij from the uniform distribution U(0,1); (ii) Sample X i, j, 1 , X i, j, 2 from binomial distribution Binomðn -2, p ij Þ independently ði, jÞ, for K = 50, 100, 200, 500, 1,000, and 2,000, for nine commonly used co-expression calculation methods.
We first generate a randomized gene expression data set e G KÂN with K genes and N samples by randomly shuffling each row of the top K highly expressed genes in E. coli RNA-Seq data set. Co-expression association matrix e C M KÂK is then computed using each co-expression calculation method M. Among the nine methods, DC is computed using "dcovU" function in R package "energy", HD is computed using "hoeffd" function in R package "Hmisc", PR and SR are computed using "adjacency.polyReg" and "adjacency.splineReg" in "WGCNA" package, MI is computed using "mi.empirical" function in "entropy" package with bin = 5, and PC, SC, KC and WC are computed using internal functions in Generate two independent random number X 1 , X 2 from Binom(p, M - 4. The significance hits score of gene i is then defined by H i =maxðH i, j Þ Gene i is determined as a significant hub if H i > SizeCutOff and the size of the co-expression module centered by i is estimated by argmaxðH i, j Þ j . In this study, we set SizeCutOff = 10, Penalty = 100, the step size P = 10 and 50 to identify hub genes of small and general coexpression modules, respectively. The co-expression module centered by i is computed by the genes jjMRði, jÞ < MR i, ðJ Þ ,J = argmaxðH i, j Þ j ( ) .
Pathway enrichment analysis in E. coli and human data
Pathway enrichment analysis of each identified coexpression module is conducted using hypergeometric test with Bonferroni adjusted p = 0.05 used as significance cutoff. Modules in E. coli data are tested against 482 GO terms, 92 KEGG pathways, and 136 transcriptional factor regulating gene sets and 116 operons extracted from DOOR II database. Modules in human cancer data are tested against MsigDB gene sets (version 6) of six biological characteristics including 325 positional gene sets (c1), 1,329 canonical gene sets (c2), 615 transcription factor targets (c3), 430 cancer modules (c4), 5,916 GO terms (c5), and 188 oncogenic signatures (c6) [29] .
A fast version of MR method for large data sets
Our MR method identifies a gene as a significant hub with a co-expression module of size K if all the first K terms in the growth of MR are significantly low comparing to the empirical distribution. It is noteworthy that, without losing much if normaiton, the algorithm's computation and memory consumption can be largely improved, if we are only to identify those modules centered by a hub gene with sizes smaller than K 0 . In this case, to compute the MR and growth of MR of gene i, only genes with top K 0 co-expression associations with i need to be identified, and the computation consumption of which is only M$logðK 0 Þ, M being the total number of genes, and the largest memory consumption is a M Â K 0 matrix, which is used to store index of the genes with top K 0 coexpression associations with each gene i. Pseudo code of this fast version of MR method is given below.
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